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By Lori-Lynn A. Webb, CPC, CCS-P, CCP, CHDA, COBGC Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 ICD-10-CM Official Guidelines for Coding and Reporting, released shortly after FY 2020 ICD-10-CM Code Release, provide instructions to health professionals on how to properly report complex diagnoses. Programmers should take time to review changes that affect encoding for selected services
as of October 1. Narrative changes to bold guidelines, text moved to another underlined area, and updated headings are sorted. Chapter 9: Diseases of the Blood System Guidelines ICD-10-CM for Reporting Conditions in Chapter 9 of the Guide include updated words for reporting type 2 myocardial infarctory. In the guidelines for Chapter 9, Subseconcile 5A, the term ischemic
balance differs from ischemic imbalances. The conditioners were instructed to report type 2 myocardial infarctory infarctory, described as myocardial infarctory due to required or secondary ischemic imbalances, using the I21 code. A1 (myocardial infarctor type 2) and first vertex for the underlying cause of the condition. Updated text is bold: 5) Other types of myocardial infarctor
ICD-10-CM provides codes for different types of myocardial infarctor. Type 1 myocardial infarctor is assigned to I21.0-I21.4 codes. Type 2 myocardial infarctory infarctory (myocardial infarctory due to ischemic or secondary demand for ischemic imbalances) is assigned to the I21 code. A1, myocardial infarctor type 2 with the underlying factor encoded first. Do not assign I24.8
code, other forms of acute ischemic heart disease, for ischemia demand. If type 2 AMI is described as NSTEMI or STEMI, assign only I21 code. I-1. Codes I21.01-I21.4 should only be assigned for Type 1 AMIs. Chapter 12: Skin and Subconscive Tissue Diseases Guidelines for Chapter 12 include new guidelines for reporting deep tissue damage that gives stress. In the past, the
guidelines instructed documenters to report pressure utensils documented as deep tissue trawl but not those recorded as traumatized as unstaged. A new guideline, 1.C.12.a.7, states that deep tissue damage induced by pressure or deep tissue pressure impairment should be reported using an ICD-10-CM code corresponding to the L89 category.- (pressure utensine) to deep
tissue damage induced stress. Bold updated text: A. Codes Stage U caption click 1) Click uterine steps codes in category L89, click uterine, identify site and stage of pressure utensine. The ICD-10-CM classifies pressure utensus stages based on severity, which is defined by steps 1-4, deep injury to tissue pressure, an unspecified, and unstageable phase. Assign many L89
category codes as needed to identify all pressure uterus the patient has, if appropriate. See Section I.B.14 for Documenting Pressure U-Utensin Phase by Physicians Other Than The Patient's 4) Patients hospitalized with pressed uterus as cured have no code assigned if documentation determines that the pressure uterus is completely cured during hospitalization. 7) Damage to
deep, pressure-induced tissues damage to deep tissues induced by pressure or deep tissue pressure impairment, assign only the appropriate code for pressure-induced deep tissue damage (L89.--6). Chapter 15: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and last year's code changes include several updates to the ICD-10-CM guidelines for reporting midwives' conditions. This year, only a few
amendments were made to this section of the guidelines. Updated language states that programmers must report the code ICD-10-CM O80 (encounter for uncomplicated full-term delivery) for shipments without complications of the period before birth, delivery or after birth. Updated text is highlighted: n. Regular delivery, O80 code 1) Uncomplicated full-term encounter O80 code
should be assigned when a woman is hospitalized for normal full-term birth and provides a single, healthy baby without any complications prior to birth, during childbirth, or after birth during the birthing episode. The O80 code is always a major diagnosis. Do not use it if any other code is required from Chapter 15 to describe a current complication of the period before birth, birth, or
postpartum. Additional codes for other joints may be used with the O80 code if they are not related or are in any way complicating pregnancy. The following guiding supplement was made to give q domain, which concerns terminating pregnancy and spontaneous abortions. Guidelines for 2020 include examples of codes that may be used to report complications related to reserved
products of remnriation following spontaneous miscarriation or selective termination of pregnancy. Q. Termination of pregnancy and spontaneous abortions 2) Reserved products of remnance following abortion and subsequent encounters for reserved products of remnance following spontaneous miscarriage or selective termination of pregnancy, no complications assigned to
O03.4, incomplete spontaneous abortion without complication, or code O07.4, failed attempted termination of pregnancy without complication. This advice is also appropriate when the patient has previously been discharged with a discharge diagnosis of a full abortion. If the patient has a specific complication related to spontaneous abortion or selective pregnancy cessation in
addition to reserved products of remnunity, assign the appropriate complication code (for example, O03.-, O04.-, O07.-) instead of code O03.4 or O07.4. Chapter 19: Injury, poisoning and other consequences of external factors The cooperating parties added new guidelines for Chapter 19 to report iterogenic injuries, or injuries sustained from medical injuries occurring during or as
a result of medical intervention. Codes for Iatrogenic 19 injuries should not be assigned to injuries that occur during medical intervention or as a result. Assign the appropriate complication codes. Chapter 19's guidelines also offer new guidance for reporting fractures in the body, which are disruptions in the blood physicality of the long bones that may include the epiphysical or
metaphysical bone. The moderates were instructed to assign only one ICD-10-drug code to identify the type of fracture to the femur. They don't need to assign a separate code to identify the specific object that was broken. 3) Fractures to the femur fractures to the femur, assign only the code that identifies the type of fracture in the body. Do not assign separate code to identify
the specific broken object. Additional guidance in this section applies to reporting drugs, drugs and biological substances. Updated guidance states that programmers should report a number of unspecified drugs using the appropriate code from sub-category T50.91- (poisoning by, adverse effect of and lower dosage of multiple unspecified drugs, drugs and biological substances).
4) If you take two or more medications, medical or biological substances if two or more drugs, medical or biological substances are taken, code each individually unless a combination code appears on the pharmaceutical and chemical table. If multiple unspecified drugs, medical or biological substances were taken, assign the appropriate code from subcategory T50.91- and
poisoning by, negative effect of and under dose of multiple unspecified drugs, drugs and biological substances. The guidelines also include complications of specific treatment codes for physical organs and body systems. According to the updated guidelines, complications of treatment codes should be assigned to intraoperational and post-procedural complications. The original
complication should be encoded into the appropriate body system or region, unless the complication is indexed specific to the code listed under sub-domain poisoning by, negative effect of and lower dosing of drugs, drugs, and biological substances, in Chapter 19. 5) Complications of treatment codes within the body system's chapters and intra-surgical and post-procedural
complication codes are found within the body system chapters with codes specific to the organs and structures of this body system. These codes must first be sequenced, followed by codes for the specific complication, if any. Complication codes from the body's joints must be assigned to intra-surgical and post-procedural complications (for example, the appropriate complication
code from Chapter 9 will be assigned for intra-surgical or post-procedural complications of blood vessels) unless the complication is specifically assigned to code T in Chapter 19. 20: External factors for following the Chapter 20 guidelines include new guidelines to clarify reporting Codes in the Z68 category.- (Body Mass Index [BMI]). Many quid prodding have expressed confusion
about the correct reporting of BMI status codes for overweight pregnant patients. Many third-party payers still require providers to report BMI for pregnant patients despite ICD-10-CM guidelines state that this is incorrect. As directed, BMI status should be assigned only when there is an associated reportable diagnosis. After October 1, honing may challenge claim denials of this
problem by specifying the guidelines for 2020. 3) Index mass body Z68 mode (BMI) BMI codes should be assigned only when there is associated, reportable diagnostics (such as obesity). Do not assign BMI codes during pregnancy. See Section I.B.14 for BMI documentation by physicians other than the patient's provider. The cooperating parties add guidance to this section for
reporting unclear diagnoses. The new tutory includes additional words, compatible and consistent with. They instruct the moderates to report unsafe diagnoses using this language, as if conditions were set at the time of release. This guidance applies to hospitalization; Instead, out-of-woman characters must 100 code for the individual symptoms of unsafe diagnoses. Second
platoon. Choice of major diagnosis H. Uncertain diagnosis if the diagnosis recorded at the time of release is qualified as probable, suspicious, reasonable, questionable, possible or still should be ruled out, compliant, consistent with, or other similar terms indicating uncertainty, the status code as if it existed or was established. The basis for these guidelines are diagnostic testing,
arrangements for further examination or observation, and a primary therapeutic approach that is most consistent with the prescribed diagnosis. Note: This guideline only applies to hospitalizations in short- and acute, long-term psychiatric hospitals. The words match and match repetitive in Chapter 20, Section III. The guide reiterates that the basis of these guidelines is to continue
evaluating the patient through additional medical examinations or to extend the treatment time for observation. Section 3. Reporting additional diagnoses C. An uncertain diagnosis of whether the diagnosis recorded at the time of release is qualified as probable, suspicious, probable, questionable, possible or still should be ruled out, compliant, consistent with, or other similar terms
indicating uncertainty, the status code as if it existed or was determined. The basis for these guidelines are diagnostic testing, arrangements for further examination or observation, and a primary therapeutic approach that is most consistent with the prescribed diagnosis. Note: This guideline is only available on Hospitalizations for short-term, acute, long-term and emergency
chapter 10 hospitals, Section IV guidelines state that outpatient sweethearts should report the condition or symptom to the highest level of certainty. They should not encode diagnoses described as procedulable, suspicious, questionable, excluded, compliant, or consistent with as prescribed, but rather documented code for symptoms, signs, and abnormal test results. 4th Platoon.
Coding and diagnostic reporting guidelines for inpatient services H. Unsafe diagnostics have no code of diagnoses documented as prosponal, suspicious, questionable, ruled out, compliant, consistent with, or diagnosing work or other similar terms indicating uncertainty. Instead, code the conditions to the highest level of certainty for this meeting/visit, such as symptoms, signs,
abnormal test results, or some other reason for visiting. Please note that this differs from the coding methods used by short-term, acute, long-term care and psychiatric hospitals. The conclusions of the changes to the updated guidelines are not as extensive as it has been in recent years. However, the addition of a small word such as whether can make a huge difference in how to
encode or sequence a diagnosis. Programs should take time to review these updates, as well as the code additions, deletions, and conditions of the ICD-10-CM code for FY 2020. Editor's note: This article originally appeared on JustCoding. Webb is an ICD-10-CM/PCS trainer and procedural coding, compliance, data billing feed and HIPAA privacy expert, with more than 20 years
of experience. Webb's coding expertise is OB/GYN and outpatient services, maternal fetal medicine, OB/GYN oncology, urology, and general surgical coding. It can be obtained via a webbservices.lori@gmail.com. You can also find additional encoding information from . blogspot.com/ . Expressed views do not necessarily reflect those of HCPro, ACDIS or any of its subsidiaries.
Subsidiaries.
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